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Abstract. We prove that replica symmetric equations for the free energy and Edvards-Anderson
order parameter for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model with Gaussian magnetic field hold above

some line on the T — h plane. This line coincides with AT-line at the point h 0 and behaves

similarly as T —> 0.

1 Introduction

Many interesting models in modern physics admit generalizations in which some parameter,
whose value in the initial model is, by its nature fixed, is regarded as a free and is allowed,
in particular, to take large values. It was found rather useful to study the behaviour of the
model in the asymptotic regime when the value of such a parameter tends to infinity and to
construct the limiting model or even the corresponding asymptotic expansion.

The oldest and the best known example of such a parameter is the interaction radiu.'-

R. It was understood in 1950s and proved in 1970s (see [1]), that many realistic models ol
statistical physics in the limit of large R are equivalent to the Curie-Weiss model, which can
be solved exactly. Hence it was naturally to expect that realistic models of the spin glast
theory can be studied in the limit R —> oo by using so-called Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK)
model, introduced by Sherrington and Kirkpatrick in 1975 ([2]) as a mean field model oi
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spin glass.
t N N

H —7= 2_. JijO-iO-j-Y\hiCri (1.1)
VN 1=i<> i=1

By using so-called replica trick, Sherrington and Kirkpatrick [2] found the following expression

for the mean free energy in the thermodynamic limit:

ßfsK -(ßJ)2/A(l -q)2-~ f \og2cosh(ßJq^2u + ßh1)e-^'2dudp(h,), (1.2)
V27r J

q -= f ta,nh2(ßJq1/2u + ßh^e'^^dudpfa), (1.3)
V2tt J'2it

where ß is the inverse temperature. However this "SK solution" cannot be correct in the

most interesting low temperature region, since it does not satisfy general and important
requirements such as nonnegativity of the entropy and magnetic susceptibility, some stability
conditions etc.

The SK model has been considered in numerous physical papers (see e.g. book [3] and
references therein), in which the rich and complex structure of this model was discovered and

studied. The physical theory developed contains a number of new fundamental concepts and

facts, which have no analogs in nonrandom systems and can be applied to a wide range of

complex systems. According to the Parisi theory [3], the SK model has some new type phase

transition which occurs when we cross so-called Almeida- Touless (AT) line Tc(h) ß~ (h)
at the T — h -plane (here and below T is the temperature and h is the variance of the
external magnetic field).

(irJ)
jcoAC4(ßcJqxl2u + ßchl)e-u2l2dudp(h1) \ (1.4)

Above this line the free energy of the SK model has replica symmetric form (1.2), the
Edvards-Anderson parameter

9n ^E<(T>.2 (L5)

becomes nonrandom in the thermodynamic limit and its limiting value g is a solution of
equation (1.3). But below the AT line the Edwards-Anderson order parameter is random
and its distribution is a solution of rather complicated variational problem which includes a

nonlinear partial differential equation.

Unfortunately, all these results have been obtained by using so-called replica trick, which
is not rigorous from the mathematical point of view. The problem of a rigorous justification
of the Parisi theory is still open.

Let us mention some mathematical results known in this field. One of the first results
has been obtained in the paper [5]. It was shown that for T > J and zero external field
(h 0) the partition function Zm of the SK model has the "strong selfaveraging property":
E(N~l log Z/v) N'1 log E(ZN)+o(l) where N (the number of spins) tends to infinity. Thus
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there is no phase transition in the high temperature region T > J. The main disadvantage of
the method of this paper is that it is not applicable to the model with external magnetic field
and moreover cannot be extended to low temperatures T < J Similar result was obtained
in [6] for the case T << d. The selfaveraging property of the free energy was proved in
[7]. Here the idea to use the martingale differences method was proposed. The same idea
has been used later to prove the selfaveraging of the free energies of a number of others
mean-field type models (see e.g. [16], [8]). In the paper [9] similar method was used to obtain
the large deviation type bounds for the free energy of the SK and the Hopfield models.

Interesting rigorous results were obtained in the papers [11]-[13]. In these papers it was
proved that there exists some nonempty set of functions 0 < x(q) < 1 such that the SK free

energy can be expressed in terms of the solution of a non linear partial differential equation,
which is the same as that found by Parisi by means of the replica trick.

Some rigorous results about validity of the replica symmetric solution (1.2), (1.3) in the
high temperature field were obtained recently in [14].

A method, relating the selfaveraging property of the Edwards-Anderson order parameter
and the replica symmetry solution for this model was proposed in [7], [15], Since this result
is important for us we formulate it below

Theorem 1 Consider the SK model with the Hamiltonian (1.1) where Jt], 1 < i < j < N
are independent identically distributed random variables with zero mean, variance J2 and
bounded third moments

E(\J,j\3) < C < oo (1.6)

and h„ i 1,..., N are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and

variance h2.

If the Edwards-Anderson parameter of the model (1.5) is selfaveraging, i.e. it satisfies
the condition

AN E{(qN - E{qN})2} -» 0 as N - co, (1.7)

for values of J,ß,h belonging to some intervals J E (Jo, Jo A e), /3 € (/3o,/3o + e) and
h E (h0,h(, + e), e > 0. then the mean free energy E{f^} of the model coincides in the

thermodynamic limit N —> oo with SK ("replica symmetric") expression (1-2), (1.3).

Let us remark, that the statement of Theorem 1 is that the selfaveraging of the Edwards-
Anderson order parameter is a sufficient condition for the validity of the replica symmetry
solution. Since we know (see [3] that the SK expression for the free energy gives a negative

entropy in the low temperature region and therefore cannot be valid in this region, then we

can rigorously derive from this theorem the fact that the Edwards-Anderson order parameter
is not selfaveraging in this region.

The main result of the present paper is
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Theorem 2 Consider the SK model of the form (1.1) under the conditions of Theorem 1.

Let the following condition be fulfilled at some point (J, ß, h)

C(ß.h) ^L /V / f dudp(h1)e-u2/2eosh-4(ßj(q01/2u + ßhi2) < 1 (1.8)
V27T Jo J J

where q is the solution of the replica symmetric equation (1.3). Then the mean free
energy E{fy} of the model coincides in the thermodynamic limit N —> oo with SK ("replica
symmetric") expression (1.2). (1.3).

Remarks. 1. Comparing our result with AT-equation (1.4), one can see that they coincide

inly if q 0, i.e. if h 0 and /3 < J~l. But Theorem 2 implies also, that replica symmetric
equations hold for any h if ß < J-1.

2. Another important corollary of Theorem 2 is that for any inverse temperature ß the

replica symmetric equations hold if the field is large enough h > h*(ß), and the behaviour

if h'(ß) as /3 —» oo is similar to that for the AT-expression.

3. The method proposed in this paper is applicable also to the Hopfield model. By using
this method, the following result has been obtained for the Hopfield model (similar results

were obtained recently in [18], [19]).

Theorem 3 Consider the Hopfield model of the form:

H> 4ti: £'s>.^ - fc1 E a« - e E 7"w-1/2 E er*.
ZJV

(1=1 1J=1 1=1 /1=1 1=1

where £f ±1, i 1,..., N, p 1,... ,p are independent random variables with zero mean.
y1' are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance 1, e and h1 are positive
parameters, and p —» oo as N —> oo so that p/N —> a. Define

is ^E < « >\ rN ±± (g^>'>)2' m» » £gtfW-
Let the following condition be fulfilled at some point (a, ß, e, h1)

(nßv2 r r dve~v2l2 i

- ß(! - q))2{1 + 8r) j dCmïxE{J —^coslr^aCr(g)(t> + u) +(m+ />%')} < 1,

where r. r(e). q and m1 are solutions of the replica symmetric system of equations

,_g + *W-q)2 (1.9)
(l-ß(l-q))*'

q E {J dVeXJ^VT) tanh2/3(V/or^)7; + (m1 + h^l)
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with
c s

2/?e2 2

77ien the variances of q^ and r/v vanish as N —> oo, rAere exist the limits as N -> oo /or
Efg/v}. Êfr^} and £{771^}, and rAese limits coincide with solutions of the replica s/mmetmc
system (1.9).

2 Proof of the main result

An important property, which we use to prove Theorem 2, is given by the lemma:

Lemma 1 Consider two sequences of convex random functions {fn(t)}^Li and {fn(t)}^Li
(g',1 < 0, /" < 0). the mean values of which have common limit.

Jim E{fn(t)} \imE{gn(t)} f(t).

If functions f„ and gn are selfaveraging. i.e.

Um E{(fn(t) - E{fn(t)})2} Um E{(gn(t) - E{gn(t)})2} 0,

then for all point t, where f'(t) is continuous

\im,^xE{f'n(t)} \imn^00E{g'n(t)} f'(t),

\mi.^xE{(ifn(t)-f'(t))^=0, (2-1)

limN-oo£{(i<?u(0-/'W)2}=0,

i.e. the derivatives f'n(t) and g'n(t) are also convergent, selfaveraging ones and hare :ommon
limit f'(t) for almost all t.

Proof. The first line of (2.1) follows from the Griffiths lemma [20], according to which
the sequence of derivatives .£{/',(2)} and E{g'n(t)} of the convergent sequence ol convex
functions E{fn(t)} and E{gn(t)} converges to the derivative f'(t) of the limiting function

f(t) for all points t of continuity of /'(4). The proof of the selfaveraging properties (2.1) is
based on the following inequalities resulting from the convexity of fn(t), gn(t):

fn(t) - fn(t - *l) > f, {t) > fn(t + eX)-fn(t)
t"l

' "
^1

9n(t) -gn(t-ei) > > gnÇt+jl) - 9n(t)
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By using these inequalities and the selfaveraging properties of the functions fn(t) and

g„(t), one can easily prove (2.1).

Remark. We are going to apply this lemma to the sequences of free energies, which
are evidently convex functions with respect to the parameter J and h. But since we cannot

prove that the free energy of the SK model for any J, h has the limit when Af-* oo we use
the following trick. According to the Helly theorem, one can chose the subsequence Nn such

that there exists limn-.oo E{f(H^n(J, h))}. We apply Lemma 1 to this subsequence to prove
that its derivatives with respect to J and /7 are selfaveraging for almost all h, J. But finally
we prove that the limit of this subsequence coincides with SK expression (1.2). And since

it can be done for any convergent subsequence, one can conclude that E{f(Hpt(J,h))} (at
least in the field of parameters, which we study) has the limit equal to the SK expression
(1.2). However, to simplify notations everywhere below we omit the subindex n.

The other very important tool in our proof is the formula of integration by parts, which
is valid for any differentiable function tp and Gaussian variable X with zero mean.

E{X^(X)) E{X2)E{^^}. (2.2)

The analogue of this formula for nongaussian case, which allows us to operate with variables

Jij like with Gaussian ones, is the following estimate, valid for any differentiable functions
tp(N~l/2J), with J {Jij},<} and different J,,n, ¦ ¦ ¦, JikJk which satisfy condition (1.6)

E{J,U, JlkJMN-1/2J)} J2kE{7—^——tp(o, N^23)} + 0(N~^2). (2.3)

To prove Theorem 2 we obtain the upper bound for AN defined by formula (1.7). Due to

the symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian (1.1) with respect to variables a,, one can see that

A* E{(o,)2 ¦ (qN - qN)} E{(o,)2 ¦ &.J + 0(7V"1), (2.4)

where
N

q'N-i N'1T,(^)2' 9AT-1 9/V-i - Qn, Qn eÌ1n}-
i=2

Consider a system of N — 1 spins <72,- • ¦ ,o"/v with a Hamiltonian obtained from (1.1) by
replacing the spin 0\ with a continuously varying parameter ±\/t. We "forget" for a moment
the term h-,a\ because it gives only some constant to be added to all our computations. Thus
we introduce two Hamiltonians of Af - 1 spins:

H+(T) -J7/V 2,^=2 Ji}0-,o2 - £fe2 h,a, - -^ £,=2 Ji,o„
(2.5)

H-i.T) - J7/V S^=2 Jijcr,^ - E,=2 hia' A ^ Y.ÎL2 JiiVi-
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Let Z+(t), Z-(t) be partition functions and .)+T, .)_T the Gibbs averages corresponding

to the Hamiltonians H+(r) and H-(t) respectively. Let us introduce also

q+(r) N-' £f=2(o-i)2+T, q+(r) q+(r) - qN,

q-(r) N-' Z^L2(o,)2_T, q-(r) 9-f» - qN, (2-6)

q±(r) N~l Et12(o-,)+T(o-,)-T, q±(r) q±(r) - qN.

The following lemma establishes the connections between the properties of Hn and

H±(t).

Lemma 2 For almost all h, J the following relations hold for any 0 < r < 1:

E{(q+(T))n} E{q'N} + o(l), (n l,2), (2.7)

(2.8)
2E{N-2J2^2(&,a3)+T(o,)+T(oJ)+T} A*+ o(l),

E{N-2Y.»3=2(o,o])2+T} AN + o(l),

where A/v is defined by (1.7), and in addition

N

E{N~2 E <ó-,àA+AM o(l) (2.9)
ij=2

with à, a, — (oi)+T.

Remarks. 1. Let us note that relation (2.9) means that for almost all J and h

N

N-1Y,°~ihi->0, as N^oo (2.10)
t=i

in the Gibbs measure and in probability.

2. By changing Ju —> —J\, one can easily derive all statement of Lemma 2 for the Hamiltonian

H_(r).

Proof. To prove Lemma 2 we use Lemma 1 for the sequences

fN(HN(J,h)) and fN(H+(T;J,h)).

It is evident that any their subsequences have the same limit, therefore their derivatives are

selfaveraging at the same /7, J. Relations (2.1) imply that

E{^f ZMUl E M**)-* - e{^ E M*i>+r})} - o-

i=2 J=2 J=2
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Integrating by parts with respect to h,, we obtain

2E{N-2 E («to^+TfaM^+r} An(t) + o(l), (2.11)

where

An(t) £{(9+(r) - E{q+(r)})2}.

Similarly

E{N-2 E (óió,)2^} Mr) + o(l). (2.12)

Integrating by parts the l.h.s. of (2.9) and using (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain (2.9).

(2.13)

Moreover, (2.11) and (2.12) and their analogs for Hfj(J,h) imply that

^-E{fN(H+(r; J,h))} ßJE{N~2 E M+r - 1}
aJ i,j=2

ßJE{(qN(r))2 - 1} + ßJE{N-2 E^=2{à,à3)2+T}+

2ßJE{N~2 T.^=i(àiàj)+T{ai)+T{ai)+T}

ßJE{(qN(r))2 - 1} + 2ßJE{(qN(r))2) - 2ßJ(qN(r))2 + o(l).

By the same way we obtain

jjE{fN(HN(J, t))} ßJE{(q2N - 1)} + 2ßJE{q2N} - 2ßJq2N + o(l) (2.14)

Since, on the other hand, we have that

^E{fN(HN(J,h))} hß(qN-l), ^E{fN(H+(J,h))} hß(qN(r)-l), (2.15)

the first statement of Lemma 1 applied to the derivatives with respect to J and h gives us

(2.7). Combining (2.7) with (2.11) and (2.12), we prove (2.8).

Lemma 2 is proved.

To proceed further we introduce the variable

<t)=\^W)- (2'l6)

One can easily see that

<-> zlllie^+zJlU. tanh^> +^ (2-17)
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and similarly

_ q+(l)Zl(l)e2^ + q-(l)Zl(l)e-2^ + 2g±(l)Z4(l)Z_(l)
_9w_1

(Z+(l)eßh> +Z_(l)e-^')2
e*u(l)+2/3hi

9+W
^2,1(1)+^ +e-/ihl)2+ (218)

«-(^/^MUHt, -flh.Vi + ^iC1)
(e2ti(l)+/7h, _|_ g-73/l, V2 ^±v ' (g2u(l)+/3A, _|_ p-ßh,\2'

Hence to study the r.h.s. of (2.4) it would be very useful to study the behaviour of the
functionals

$+(<PUT) E{q+(T)Mu(T))},

*_(02it) £?{9_(t)02(«(t))}) (2-19)

4>±(é3,r) E{q±(T)cf3(u(T))},

which are defined for any smooth enough functions tpi(u), cp2(u), cp3(u), satisfying the
conditions:

11^.3(77)11 EV2{cfiA3(u)} < CO,

(2.20)

IK2.3OOII <°°> ll^?As(«)ll<<».

To this end we compute

&*+{4>i,t) E{fTY,'?,=2N~3l2Jn(o,o])+T(°])+rMu)} +
(2.21)

E{^TZ'l2N-V2JUq+((°,)+r + (°,)~r)<P\(u)}

Denote by l\ ' and /[ the first and the second terms in the r.h.s. of (2.21) respectively.
Then, using the integration by parts with respect to Jlt (2.2) or its analogue (2.3) for
nongaussian case, and the relations

we obtain

.AL/ \ -a/LjL/ \
dJu[">+T~ N"2dh,["i+r

dJ1A'"'-T NWdhS'"'

I? jßE{cP,(u)Z?J=2ltS(a>a3)+r(a])+T)} +

§0-E{eP\(u) E,NJ=2(o,óJ)+T(o,)+T((a1)+T + (at)_T)}.

(2.22)

(2.23)
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On the other hand, on the basis of Lemma 2, we conclude that

(fìl)2 N

^E{YJh,(ò,à3)+T(a3)+Tèl(u)}=o(\\cpl\\)
ij=2

Using integration by parts with respect to h,, we have that

&E{h{u) £&-=2 £i((à1àJ)+T(a,)+T)}+
(2.24)

&£E{4>[(u) ^{^(^(W+r - (o,)-T)} 0(110,11).

Hence, subtracting (2.24) from (2.23), we obtain

A(1) ^¦E{(&i&J)+r(aJ)+r(ai)^1(u)} + 0(||^||) (2.25)

Using a similar technique, we derive that

/(,2) ^¦E{ZA=2(à,à])+T(a])+T((a,)+T + <«7,)_T)#(u)} +

^E{q+(q- - q+WM)) + <f^£{E,W=2<?+(W+r + M-,)fl(u)}

On the other hand, since according to Lemma 1

E{(N~l Zl2 h,{a,)+T - /i/3(l - qN))2} o(l),

E{(N~l Et=2 Äi(o-|>-r - /»/9(1 - Qn))2} o{l),

we have that
fìl2 N
P-E{q+(N-'Y,U(°>)+r - (a,)-r)<P[(u)}=o(\\cP',\\).
n i=2

Integrating with respect to h,, we find

^£{0'1(U)E^=2<ó,óJ)+T(aJ)+T((a1)+T - (o,)-T)}+

^£{ó+(o_ - q+Miu)} + <f#Ì£{E,12<7+(K>+r + (0->)-rM(u)} o(||^|

Subtracting (2.27) from (2.26), we obtain

/W iM!£{0'1(n)Et;vJ=2(aJ)+T(oI)_T«à,o-,)+T)}+

^£{<j+0±#'(u)} + 0(110,11) + 0(11^11).

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)
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Combining (2.25) and (2.28), we find

j-r*+(cPuT) 2-^E{^]=2(o])+T(o,).A{o,a])+T)<P\(a)) +
(2.29)

^fE{q+q±cP'{(u)}+ o(||0,||) + o(||0'1||).

Finally, using the relation

^^{E;^=2(o,)+T(aI)_T((o,aJ)+r)0'1(7J)} E{q+q.cP'i(u)} +
(2.30)

1îE{q+(q--q±)<PÏ(u)}+o(\\<P'1\\),

which one can derive integrating by parts with respect to h, the l.h.s. of the identity

E{q+N-lcP\(u)YJh,(er,).T} E{q+N-1cf\(u)}E{J2h,(o,) .^T} + o(\\cf\\\), (2.31)
1=2 1=2

we obtain

£»+(*.T)«£^*+W.r)
(2.32)

(ßJ)2E{q+q.(\<P'[(u)+cP\(u)))+ 0(110,11) + o(||0',||).

By using a similar technique, one can find also that

(2.33)

and

(ßJ)2E{q+q_(\cP'i(u) - 0'2(n))} + o(||02||) + o(||0'2||),

^±(0„r) ^Ä$±(0»,r)+
(2.34)

(ßJ)2E{q+q.(\<Pl(u) - 203(77))} +o(||03Ì|) + o(||03||),

where the functionals $_(02,t) and $±(03, r) are defined by the relations (2.19).

Let us introduce notations:

p+(r,u) E{e)+b(u(T) -u)},

P-(t,u) E{q_b(u(r) - u)},

P±(r,u) E{q±S(u(r) - u)},

p(r,u) E{q+q-6(u(r) - u)}.

(2.35)
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Then relations (2.32)-(2.34) can be rewritten in terms of these functions as follows

j-T J 0, (u)P+(t, u)du ^^v j ep'[(u)p+(T, u)du+

(ßj)2 j p(T,u)(\cP'[(u) + cP\(u))du + O(||0i||) + 0(11*111),

£ j<p2(u)P-(Tu)du ={-?zD^Ajtt(u)p_(T,u)du+

(/3J)2/p(r,n)(Ì0'2'(u)-02H)du + o(||02||)+o(||0'2||),

£ jUu)p±(r, u)du ^& J <Pl(u)p±(r, u)du+

(ßJ)2Jp(T,u)(^(u)-2eP3(u))du + 0(\\ob3\\) + o(\\<P'3\\).

Using the fact that the functions 0,, 02 and 03 are chosen arbitrarily, we derive from (2.36)
the partial differential equations

fTP+(r,u) iM!M_^p+(r,u) + ^«(ì^r.t.) - luP(r,u)) + d,(r,u),

£p_(r,u) i^ÏM^-2p_(T,u) + (ßJ)2(l-^-2p(r,u) + £p(r,tt)) + d2(r,u), (2-37)

§^P±(r,u) {-^^^P±(t,u) + (ßj)2(\£ßP(r,u) - 2p(r,u)) + d3(T,u),

where the remainder functions di,2,3(r, u) admit the following bound, valid for any smooth
function cp(u)

\ jdÌX3(T,u)é(u)du\ <o(l)(||0|| + ||0'||) (2.38)

By the virtue of Lemma 2,

$+(0,O) E{0(O)g+(O)} 0(O)(£{O+(O)} - qN) o(l)0(O).

Similarly
$-(0,0) o(l)0(O), $±(0,0) o(l)0(O).

Therefore we can supply equations (2.37) by the initial conditions:

p+(0,u) p_(0,u) p±(0,u) o(l)6(u). (2.39)



(2.40)
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Then according to the standard theory of partial differential equations, the function? p+(r, u),
P-(r,u), P±(t,u) can be represented in the form

p+(r,u) (ßJ)2foTdnjdu'KT_z(u - „')(!JLpßy) - £;P«,u')) +

o(T)KT(u)Ad,(T,u),

p_(r,u) (ßJ)2£d£ Jdu'KT-t(u - u'K^ptt,^) + £-/P(t,u'))-

o(l)KT(u) + d2(T,u),

p±(r,u) (ßJ)2JoTdtJdu'KT.r(u - u')(ìiLp(£,u') - 2p(e,u'))+

o(l)KT(t7.) + 4(r,u),

where the kernel K^(u) has the form

exP{-SW§7^};
4

functions d,,2i3(r, 17) are defined by the formulae

di,2,3(T,u) dt; du'Kr-i(u - u')di:2,3(u')

and therefore satisfy the estimate

/rfl,2,3(T,n)0(u)dt7<o(l)(||0|| + ||0'||).

Now, returning to formulae (2.17),(2.18) and denoting by

e4u+273/u
•0,(n) tanh2 (n + ^)^-^———,

g-273/.,
02(n) tanh2(u + /3/7,)(e2u+^+e_/j;ii)2, (2.42)

2
p2u

t/)3(-u) tanh (ti + ßh\)
(e2u+ßh, _|_ e-0h,\2'
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we derive from (2.4) by using (2.17), (2.18) and (2.40) that

A/v- £{<cri)Vw-i} + o(l) (/3J)2/dnk/>,(t7)p+(l,U) + lMu)p_(l,u) + 2^(u)p±(l,tt)]

(ßJ)2jytJduMn)Jdu'K1.r(u-u')((^P(t,u')-£-lp(t,u'))+

(ßJ)2 fo dÇ j dutp2(u) j du'K1H(u - tt')((~pK, «0 + £;p(Ç, «'))+

2(/3J)2 jf
'

rfÇ | du^3(u) |du'/,,_ç(u - u')((iJ^p(£, «*) - 2p(£, u')) + o(l)

(ßJ)2 y' d^ J du J du'tP(u)K^f(u - u')p(it, «')) + o(l),
(2.43)

where

0(«) |W(«) + V4'(«) + 2*3'(«)) + #(«) - ^(u) - 4tA3(w) cosh"4(u + ßh,).

Therefore

A/v (ßJ)2^dUdu'Fr(u')p(t,u')+o(l) < (ßJ)2tiF((0)dc;Jdu'\p(c;,u')\+o(l) <

(ßJ)2tiFc(0)diE{\a+(0\\q-m + o(l)<

(ßJ)2 /o1 Fr(Q)d^2{(q+(0)2}E^2{(q4c;))2} + °(1)

AN-(/3J)2/01Fç(0K + o(l),
(2.44)

where
r r e~hV2h2

Fc(u') du j=dhxKlH(u - u) cosh_4(u + ßhf).

The first inequality in the (2.44) holds due the fact that 0 < Fr(u') < F((0). The second

inequality is based on the representation (2.36), the third is just the Schwartz inequality, and
the last equality is based on Lemma 2 (note, that we have used also the fact that |p(£,u')|
does not depend on hi). Thus (2.44) implies that if

CN(ß,h) tidCFs(0)
(2.45)

^ /o dUI due-212 coSh-4(ß(^J2qNl;+h2u) < 1,

then A/v —> 0 and, according to result Theorem 1, the replica symmetric equations (1.2)-
(1.3) hold. One can easily see that if ßJ < 1, then CN(ß, h) < \ for any h > 0. Thus, since
the free energy is continuous with respect to h, we have replica symmetric solution for h 0

also. Moreover, one can see that for any ß if h is large enough, then we also have replica
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symmetric solution. But to prove the statement of Theorem 2 we have to verify that one
can replace qN in (2.45) by q- the solution of equation (1.3).

To this end we fix /3 and chose /7 large enough to fulfil (2.45) (we mentioned above that
it is always possible). Then, decreasing /7, we reach the point h0(ß), defined as the smallest

upper bound of those ts, for which the replica symmetric solution does not hold. We will
prove now that in this case C(ß,h0(ß)) defined by (1.8) is not less then 1.

Indeed, since the mean free energy is the convex function with respect to h, its derivative
E{Pn} ~hß(\ - qN) is decreasing function, and the therefore there exists b > 0 such that

qN(h)> lim qN(ho(ß) + 0) q
N—.00

for any h0(ß) — 6 < h < h0(ß). Hence, if we assume that C(ß, ho(ß)) < 1, then C^(ß- h) < 1

for hQ(ß) — S < h < h0(ß). Thus, according to (2.44), the replica symmetric solution holds
for these h. But since this fact contradicts to the choice of h0(ß), one can conclude that
C(ß,h0(ß))>l.

Theorem 2 is proved.
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